
Kidevo
Rigid frame wheel
chairs for kids.

The kids wheelchairs of the Kidevo range 
is characterised by their easy handling
and a high range of adjustment options.

Each wheelchair is indiviually adapted to
the child and can be further adapted in 
sizes when needed.

Thanks to the adjustable center of gravity,
optimal driving behavior as well as an
active and independent movement of the
child can be encouraged from early on.

Due to the variety of options and the
custom-made seat and back systems,
each wheelchair becomes a unique
product.

Highlights
  ⚫ For an active and independent mobility of the child
  ⚫ Easy to manoeuvre
  ⚫ Custom-made seat and back systems
  ⚫ Adjustable in three dimensions
  ⚫ High variety of options
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Frame colors matt (RAL-colors)Frame colors glossy (RAL-colors)

Adjustable head supports
 ��⚫  The�different�types�of�head�supports�are� 

adjustable in angle, height and depth.

Custom-made seat and back system
 ��⚫  The seat and back system contains of a huge 
variety�of�different�upholstered�custom-made�
seat and back units.

Functional seat tilt
  ��⚫  The Kidevo prime and prime.t have a functional 

and space-saving seat tilt without changing the 
center of gravity and thereby, maintaining an 
optimal driving behavior.

Robust foot plate
 ��⚫  For an optimal foot positioning, the Kidevo 
wheelchairs�come�with�a�robust�and�flat�one�
piece foot plate. In addition, there is a high  
variety of more positioning options to choose 
from.

High variety of rear wheels
 ��⚫  Each model of the Kidevo provides three 
different�rear�wheel�sizes�in�combination�with�
various types of tires and handrims.

Easy to use brakes
 ��⚫  All Kidevo wheelchairs can be chosen with  
different�friendly�brakes�such�as�the�drum� 
brake. Combinations of brakes are also possible.

High variety of options
 ��⚫  Other options such as belts, therapy trays  

or grip ring knobs are available. In addition,  
indiviual spoke protectors can be chosen for 
further personalisation.

Functional back
 ��⚫  The back of the Kidevo mini and mini.t  
is�optionally�removable,�flexible,�adjustable�in�
angle and further stabilised.

Technical data

Feature Kidevo mini Kidevo mini.t Kidevo prime Kidevo prime.t

Max. user weight 50 kg 50 kg 75 kg 75 kg

Seat width range 16 – 32 cm 16 – 32 cm 26 – 50 cm 28 – 50 cm

Seat depth range 16 – 35 cm 16 – 35 cm 20 – 50 cm 20 – 50 cm

Tilt – 5 to + 40° – 10 to + 50°

Drive wheel sizes 20, 22 and 24" 20, 22 and 24" 22, 24 and 26" 22, 24 and 26"

Crash tested
(acc. ISO 717619)
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